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DELIVERING
OPERATIONAL-LEVEL
TRAINING DURING
A PANDEMIC
"Despite the challenges of a disruptive global
pandemic, NATO was again conducting a
challenging command post exercise."
►►►
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T THE RISK of understatement,
2020 was a challenging year. Organizations in all domains were
forced to rethink how, or even if,
they could continue to function as
the global COVID-19 pandemic turned everything upside down. NATO was not immune to
this. The ability to conduct military operations
in the event of crisis was never in doubt, but
given that much of our business is dependent
on the ability to travel freely within NATO's
large geographical footprint, the delivery of
peacetime supporting functions came under
some unprecedented challenges. Training, an
essential pillar of NATO's capability and credibility, was no exception.

Impact on Exercise
Planning Events
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STEADFAST JUPITER-JACKAL 2020 (STJUJA 2020) was a large-scale exercise scheduled
for 2020, using the new fictitious FIKSO scenario developed at the Joint Warfare Centre
(JWC). As the primary training audience, Allied Joint Force Command Naples (JFCNP)
was to conduct a major joint operation in the
northern operating area, while 1 (German/
Netherlands) Corps (1 GNC), as the secondary
training audience, was to conduct a small joint
operation in the southern area, simultaneously.

In support were up to thirteen further
training audiences, most notably the Composite Special Operations Component Command
(C-SOCC), who needed to achieve certification, and NATO Rapid Deployment CorpsTurkey (NRDC-TUR), who were undergoing
combat ready evaluation by Allied Land Command (LANDCOM).
The impact of COVID-19 had already
been felt for STEADFAST JUPITER 2019-2 in
February, and at that stage it was still unknown
how long restrictions on movement and social
distancing would last. Although there did not
appear to be a threat to the continued development of STJU-JA 2020, it became clear that
the effects of COVID-19 would endure at least
through the summer, impacting on key planning events and content development workshops, and potentially the execution phase,
"the exercise finale", that tests the training audiences' operational plans against a dynamic
exercise script.
A second Main Planning Conference was
held in Naples in June. Travel restrictions and
physical distancing requirements drove a revision of the usual attendance: instead of the anticipated several hundred participants, the conference was limited to around sixty personnel.
A new compressed schedule for exercise development was agreed, and the exercise remained
on track with full attendance scheduled.
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Content Development
At this stage, the JWC had started to float the
idea of a prescriptive approach to content development. This approach had been used successfully for TRIDENT JACKAL 2019, where
a late change of primary training audience resulted with the development of an exercise in
a compressed timescale. In essence, the JWC
would take the lead in building a storyline
framework based on the agreed operational
dilemmas, and once agreed by the key training
audiences, their staff officers and other subject matter experts would attend the scripting
workshop at the JWC, and, under the supervision of the JWC staff, would produce a detailed
coordinated script.

The scripting workshop during
the exercise planning phase
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For STJU-JA 2020, this was made even
more challenging by the use of a completely
new scenario, FIKSO. However, analysis of
previous exercises showed that training objectives and operational dilemmas, the foundations of content development, were broadly repetitive and geographically agnostic, making it
possible to adapt storylines from other scenarios. Therefore, given the relative complexity of
STJU-JA 2020 and the new training scenario,
it was agreed to retain all content development
workshops. The revised schedule was so tight
that some workshops were immediately consecutive, which under normal circumstances is
not recommended due to the need to review,
refine, and prepare material in between workshops. However, under the prescriptive ap-

proach, this was possible as much of the review
and preparation was conducted in advance by
the JWC exercise planners.
Despite the ongoing impact of the pandemic on travel, work continued on developing
a script that would meet the training objectives.
Looking ahead to the potential impact on the
delivery of the command post exercise (CPX)
towards the end of the year, the JWC prudently
started to consider further options for content
development that would be deliverable under
the full range of COVID-19 restrictions. The
first step was to review and prioritize the training objectives of the two main training audiences, JFCNP and 1 GNC. The Analysis Branch
at the JWC led this work.
The completion of the crisis response
planning phase was a key driver during this
period. Simply put, the production of operational plans provides the platform for scripting, which creates a series of challenges designed to test the training audience's ability to
execute and adapt their plans.
The JWC supports crisis response planning in the form of advisors with expertise
in NATO planning procedures and specialist
areas. Despite delays caused by the pandemic
with its travel restrictions and quarantine requirements, this planning phase was successfully achieved. With operational plans in place,
the exercise remained on track.
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The first major scripting event in the new
timeline was the strategy workshop scheduled
for early October but it soon became clear that
the JWC could not host such an event. Instead,
it was decided that the JWC would circulate
the proposed storylines for comment before
leading a one-day video conference, where the
approach would be presented for endorsement
by the senior mentors and key representatives
of the training audiences.
It was also necessary to review participation for the main content development workshops, where the storylines and the detailed
script were to be produced, and reduce to the
minimum number considered necessary to
achieve the objectives. The need for informed,
engaged, and empowered participation in the
workshops was stressed to the training audiences. Contractor support was also required:
experienced high-ranking former military officers, diplomats, politicians, and representatives of international and non-governmental
organizations are the backbone of the JWC-led
Grey Cell, which plays a vital role in bringing
authenticity to the non-military aspects of operations. Scripting started in late October and
was successfully completed in early November.
As late as the end of October, while
scripting was ongoing, it was still anticipated
that a near standard execution phase would be

“The need
for informed,
engaged, and
empowered
participation in
the workshops
was stressed
to the training
audiences.”

conducted, with all response cells, training audience representatives and supporting enablers
located in Exercise Control (EXCON) at the
JWC. Even after a thorough review of the EXCON structure, this would have required over
500 external participants, and concerns were
beginning to form about the associated risks.

Execution Phase Options
The carefully managed risk of bringing external
visitors to the content development workshops
at the JWC was crucial to the achievement of an
exercise script, without which there could be
no execution phase. The safety protocols were
effective: an early decision by the JWC leadership to mandate two negative COVID-19 tests
before entry to the JWC contained any possible
impact. By early November, however, the resurgence of the virus was apparent, and all forecasts pointed to a peak of infections during the
scheduled execution phase in early December.
It was clear that the arrival of 500 external participants carried unacceptable risk,
both to Norway, and to the individuals concerned, and SHAPE-led discussions covered
a range of options, from a full participation
standard CPX, through to cancellation of the
execution phase. A fully staffed JWC EXCON
was no longer considered feasible, and it appeared that a period of battle staff training
(BST) remained the only credible option.
BST normally precedes the execution
phase and is the responsibility of each participating organization to develop and conduct. It
is principally designed to test the operational
battle rhythm and familiarize headquarters'
staff with their roles and responsibilities, but
without the dynamic stresses that a script can
provide. The JWC could potentially control
the delivery of scripted content to individual
training audiences in real time, but without
the interdependencies of scripted storylines
and the interactions with Grey Cell, media,
and higher political and military authorities
(HICON), this would be a sterile exercise, both
unchallenging and unlikely to achieve training
objectives. The completion of crisis response
planning and the development of a detailed
exercise script had always been key milestones
in terms of options, and with these successfully
achieved, the JWC considered that it might be
possible to deliver something more than a BST
despite blanket travel restrictions.

EXCON Considerations
The potential for a distributed EXCON model
had been discussed during the later stages of
the development of STJU-JA 2020, but it was
considered that separating EXCON elements
would not enable a fluid, controlled execution
phase. Response cells are a fundamental pillar of EXCON. Under the distributed model,
the cells' ability to understand the direction
they receive from the operational commanders would be compromised, as would EXCON's
ability to control the response cells to achieve
exercise aims and training objectives.
Additionally, as response cells are invariably composed from multiple agencies, it
would not be possible to create a fully functioning cell from within a single command.
Thus, the simple distribution of response cells,
with the JWC staff providing the EXCON leadership function, was not the answer. Generating a JWC staff-populated EXCON that could
serve multiple training audiences effectively
was considered unachievable, and so the first
step was to review participation.
JFCNP and 1 GNC were the primary
training audiences and would continue to play.
Previous discussions had established C-SOCC
certification as a priority output for STJU-JA
2020, and so they, too, remained as a training
audience. NRDC-TUR were undergoing an
important evaluation by LANDCOM, so their
continued participation was also agreed. CSOCC and NRDC-TUR were both under the
command of JFCNP and exercising primarily in
the northern operating area, while in the south
1 GNC retained their Joint Logistics Support
Group (JLSG) as a subordinate training audience. No other operational headquarters would
take part in the exercise, although some specialist subordinate components would continue to
offer support, but under the direct control of the
primary training audiences, and not as response
cells under EXCON.
SHAPE had intended to play its original
role within HICON, but it was decided that the
JWC's experience of simulating HICON would
better serve the exercise aims and objectives,
and so with the assistance of contractors who
had remained in country, the JWC stepped up
and took on this important role.
The approach was now to examine
how the BST could be significantly improved,
rather than how much of the execution phase
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could be salvaged. The solution lay in generating an EXCON from within the JWC staff that
could deliver and control the exercise, supported by response cells within the training
audiences, while at the same time adding the
richness of the political-military interactions
that are vital to mission success, the challenges
of a multi-layered media environment that
could shape operational decision making, and
the demands and direction of the strategic and
political leadership of NATO.
Supporting enabling functions such as
intelligence and targeting would also be replicated from within EXCON, and a simulated
real-time environment would be provided
through the Joint Theater Level Simulation
(JTLS) tool. With this course of action, it was
clear that the JWC could offer a realistic and
worthwhile exercise that should achieve all of
the remaining training objectives.

The Battle Staff Exercise
The role of EXCON is to stimulate the exercise
participants through the delivery of scripted
material, and to control the exercise in reac-

tion to their decisions in order to achieve the
training objectives. Most EXCON functions
are led by key JWC personnel, supported by
augmented or contracted subject matter experts. Response cells that represent enabling
functions and supporting components are
the engine of EXCON; they serve the operational commanders, passing information as if
from the operational theatre and responding
to tasking and requests for information. They
are also responsible to EXCON so that the
overall aims of the exercise remain under tight
control. Drawing the enabling functions previously fulfilled by response cells into EXCON
was straightforward, albeit challenging given
the limited expertise within the JWC.
The EXCON organization at the JWC
would be known as "EXCON Main" — led
by Chief EXCON and Chief Content — and
would be responsible for the following functional areas:
• Opposing Forces (OPFOR): Adversary
scheme of manoeuvre, reactive play
• Grey Cell: Political-military interactions,
key leader engagements

• Media: Information environment, media
engagement
• Higher Control (HICON): Strategic
level inputs, tasking, and direction
• Intelligence: Intelligence reports and
products, requests for information
• Targeting: Support to targeting cycle
• Scenario: Non-intelligence information
support
• Computer-Assisted Exercise (CAX):
Provision of static operational picture
on demand
• Communications and Information
Systems (CIS): Cross-system
connectivity, VTC support
It was clear that such a delivery model, if possible, would far exceed the commonly understood BST, and in order to avoid any confusion, the title of "battle staff exercise" (BSX) was
adopted. EXCON Main was well-configured to
control scripted content, but the next challenge
was how to deliver information to the training
audiences as effectively as possible under the
changed circumstances. A small "EXCON Local" was proposed, populated by and located
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within the training audience headquarters,
but under the control of EXCON Main. Each
would replicate the functional competences of
EXCON Main and act as a two-way conduit for
the passage of scripted material and feedback,
much as a response cell might, but independent of their respective training audience, and
not able to be operationally tasked.
Similar cells would be established in
the other training audiences (NRDC-TUR,
C-SOCC, and 1 GNC Joint Logistics Support
Group), under the control of their respective
primary training audience EXCON Local. The
primary training audiences also established direct links with subordinate components, such
as air planning cells, which provided valuable
supporting information and functions, but remained outside the purview of EXCON Main.
During a normal execution phase,
SHAPE performs a formal evaluation, the JWC
deploys advisory teams to observe and assist
the training audiences, and senior mentors,
retired flag and general officers with NATO
command experience mentor the force and
component commanders. With the travel restrictions in place, this was not possible to the
usual degree, but limited travel was permitted

under the SHAPE direction. Thus, the JWC
would deploy a senior representative lead to
JFCNP and 1 GNC to observe as much as possible and coordinate with JWC advisory team
members at EXCON Main, who would in turn
observe operational planning events virtually
where possible and provide feedback to Rear
Admiral Jan C. Kaack, the Exercise Director
(EXDIR), at the daily Steering Group meeting.
The senior mentors, embedded within
the training audiences where possible, but observing virtually where not, would fulfil their
roles as best as they could, providing valuable
inputs both to the force commanders and to
the EXDIR. Although far from ideal, under the
circumstances this was considered the best that
could be achieved. Many of the contractors engaged as role players had agreed to remain in
Norway in between scripting and the execution
phase, negating the need for further quarantine
and following the direction to minimize international travel. Their contribution and commitment proved fundamental to the success of the
BSX, elevating it far beyond a period of BST.
In summary, this BSX concept was developed by the JWC and refined in conjunction with the primary training audiences with-

BELOW: (From left) The STJU-JA 2020 content team: Major Lee Murray, Major Markus Ulrich, Lieutenant Colonel
Andrea De Vita, Lieutenant Colonel David Canavan, Lieutenant Colonel Dominik Schmitz, Commander Nick
Meredith, Major Francois-Marie Duchesne, Lieutenant Commander Kevin Carter, Lieutenant Colonel Brandon
Maroon, and Lieutenant Colonel Simon Ward. Photo by JWC PAO

"The Battle Staff Exercise proved the flexibility,
resilience, and resolve of NATO."
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in a week, and once agreed, it was presented to
SHAPE for endorsement on November 9. With
this duly given, 12 working days remained to
generate a fully staffed BSX EXCON, both at
the JWC and the training audiences, prior to
EXCON training scheduled for November
26–30, and the execution phase from December 1–10. The EXCON training period and
the first days of the execution phase offered an
opportunity to iron out coordination and connectivity issues, and the exercise largely proceeded as planned.
On the first day, the script went live,
the media environment lit up, high-level civilian representatives engaged with the training
audiences, higher authorities started to ask
questions and offer direction, and the OPFOR
started to move towards the NATO Forces. Despite the challenges of a disruptive global pandemic, NATO was again conducting a challenging command post exercise.

Conclusion
The gold standard for exercise delivery remains the traditional CPX, but in the uniquely
challenging circumstances faced in 2020, the
BSX was considered to be the best option for
STJU-JA 2020. Indeed, as the exercise came to
a close, the initial readout from all stakeholders was that the BSX had comfortably exceeded
all expectations and was much more than a
period of battle staff training as people would
have understood it.
The training audiences, having been
challenged at the operational and strategic levels, concluded that the exercise and training
objectives had been satisfactorily met, and an
exercise, that at many stages looked most unlikely, had been successfully delivered.
Although the BSX was a model for the
most unusual of circumstances, there were
some valuable lessons learned that could have
wider applications for exercise development
and delivery, and it may well provide a useful template for alternative or complementary
exercise capabilities. What it proved above all
was the flexibility, resilience, and resolve of
NATO, as well as its willingness to take carefully calculated risks to achieve its aims. STJUJA 2020 rose above the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic and delivered high-quality
training in a year where the forced cancellation
of many activities was commonplace. 

